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Abstract
The research described in this thesis is divided into two parts. The first part
concerns the calculation of quantum and thermal corrections to a supersymmetric
Chern-Simons field theory. The second part studies Chern-Simons solitons in 2 
dimensional Einstein gravity.
In Chapter I we study radiative corrections to the Abelian self-dual Chern-
Simons theory at zero and finite temperature. The analysis is performed with
the help of functional methods. We consider the supersymmetric extension of
scalar matter fields minimally coupled to a gauge field whose dynamics are gov-
erned solely by the Chern-Simons term. The scalar field potential is a self-dual
sixth order polynomial with U(1)-symmetry-breaking and symmetry-preserving
minima which are degenerate. We find that the zero-temperature one-loop ra-
diative corrections do not remove this degeneracy and both minima remain su-
persymmetric. We calculate the leading-order finite-temperature contributions to
the effective potential in the high-temperature limit and we find that the U(1)-
symmetry is restored. In contrast to four-dimensional field theories that restore
the U(1)-symmetry at high-temperature, the restoration of the U(1)-symmetry
in the abelian self-dual Chern-Simons theory occurs at the two-loop level. The
Chern-Simons system without supersymmetry is discussed, as well as the scalar
field model without Chern-Simons gauge fields. The same finite temperature result
emerges in these cases.
In Chapter II we consider the Abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs model in 2 
dimensional curved space. We obtain coupled nonlinear differential equations for
the Einstein-scalar-gauge field equations. The equations are solved numerically
Investigations in Planar Physics
to obtain topological soliton solutions. These solitons have mass and angular
momentum. Numerical results show that space-time created by these solitons do
not possess closed time-like curves, unlike that of spinning point particles.
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Much effort has been devoted in the last decade to the study of planar physics.
This interest has been mainly spurred by the introduction of Chern-Simons the-
ory which has led to many interesting applications [1]. One reason for studying
lower dimensional physics is pedagogical. One can study lower dimensional toy
models with the hope to gain further insights and useful lessons to understand
the physical four-dimensional world better. Another reason is that these lower
dimensional models may actually be instrumental in describing real physical pro-
cesses which are confined to a spatial plane. The Quantum Hall effect and high
T, superconductivity are prominent examples.
In this thesis we consider two such lower dimensional models, both of which
have the Abelian Chern-Simons term as the sole kinetic term for the gauge field.
In the first part we study the radiative corrections to a supersymmetric model 2]
at both zero and finite temperature. This model is the supersymmetric extension
of a system which has been found to have topological as well as nontopological
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soliton (vortex) solutions [3]. In the second part we study these solitons in curved
space. We find numerical solutions.
Chern-Simons Solitons'
It is well known that Landau-Cinzburg macroscopic theory of superconductiv-
ity admits localized soliton (vortex) solutions 4 The Abelian Higgs model, which
is the relativistic extension of Landau-Ginzburg theory, has also been shown to
have vortex solutions [5]. These vortices carry magnetic flux but no electric charge.
But there are other possibilities. With the introduction of the Chern-Simons term
in the Abelian Higgs model it was observed that there exist vortex solutions 6.
These vortices are different from the Nielsen-Olesen ones in that they carry electric
charge as well as magnetic flux.
Another possibility is to have the Chern-Simons term only. This is not un-
reasonable since the Chern-Simons term dominates the higher derivative Maxwell
term at large distances. The Lagrangian density is
"012 V(O)L = ID
4
where D = 9, + ieA,, and the Minkowski space metric is -I) 1), and the
scalar field potential is
V(O = e4 1012(1012 T.
V (2)
K2
The following is primarily taken from the references in 3]
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IC ca,3'YF3-t Ja (4)
2
where the conserved current J = p, J) is given by
Jt, = ie(0*D. - 0D1,0*). (5)
The time component of the Eq. 3 is the Gauss' Law,
-rB = p (6)
where = F12. This equation implies that any object that carries magnetic
flux must also carry electric charge, and vice versa.
Time independent vortex solutions are stationary points of the energy func-
tional which is
2Xf 012 + 1 012 V0)1.E d JDo D (7)
After some manipulations and integration by parts one can obtain a lower bound
for the energy (see references in 3 for details)
E > ev 2 I (8)
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where 4 is the magnetic flux. This lower bound is saturated by fields obeying the
self-duality or Bogomol'nyi type equations
D, = FiD2 (9)
eB 2e2 1012(l _ 1012
1 r 1 V2 (10)
where the upper(lower) sign corresponds to positive(negative) values of 4. Note
that to satisfy self-duality equations the potential must be the special sixth order
polynomial given in Eq. 2.
Solutions with axial symmetry corresponding to n elementary vortices super-
imposed at the origin can be written in the form
Or, 0) = vR(r)e inV a)
1A. (r, p = [P(r - n] (11b)
e
A, (r, 0.
In order that the fields be nonsingular at the origin the boundary conditions
R(O = and P(O = n must be imposed. For topological soliton solutions 
must approach to asymmetric vacuum at spatial infinity. This implies R(oo = .





pi 2e2V2 2 2
= ± R (R - 1). (13)
r I r I






The specific sixth order potential is necessary to achieve self-duality. It has
also been shown that this potential arises naturally once a supersymmetric gener-
alization is sought 2 The fermionic part of this supersymmetric model is given
as
J"o + e2 1012 _ V2)V,.
,CF _(3 (16)
K
The bosonic part is given by Eq. 1).
In the first part of the this thesis we calculate the radiative corrections to
the potential in the supersymmetric model to see if the supersymmetry is broken.
This analysis was done in collaboration with M. Leblanc and M. T. Thomaz and
published in Annals of Physics (N.Y.) 214 1992) 160.
Einstein Gravity in 2 Dimensions
Einstein gravity in 2 dimensions has attracted much attention recently.
This is partly because it serves as a toy model to understand quantized gravity.
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Another reason is that some four dimensional systems can be considered effectively
three dimensional due to symmetry In gravity this is true for the space-time
created by an in-finite cosmic string.
Cosmic strings are predicted to exist by some but not all grand unified theo-
ries. They are typically formed during phase transitions in the very early universe
and are characterized by a mass scale of 10" GeV. Cosmic strings have provided
a hope for a satisfactory explanation of structure formation in the universe. They
may be the source of primordial inhomogeneities in an otherwise homogeneous
universe. There are two basic mechanisms for this. The first is the accretion of
mass onto string loops which are produced when a segment of string crosses itself.
Smaller loops can be the seed of galaxies and the larger ones of clusters of galax-
ies. The second mechanism involves long string segments. Velocity perturbations
form in the wake of moving strings. This can be the source of large-scale structure
by causing planar density perturbations. For further information on the cosmic
strings and their role in the structure formation see Refs. 7 and the references
therein.
In the following we review some basic facts about Einstein gravity in 2 
dimensions.
The Einstein's equations are
1
GIA = RV - _gjAvR = 8-7rGTIv (17)
2
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in any number of space-time dimensions 21 dimensional space-time is peculiar in
the sense that the Einstein tensor and the Remann curvature tensor are equivalent
[8]
RA-0 -- -11'UVP11-P-YGP-Y. (18)
This makes three dimensional space-time dynamically trivial. Outside the matter
sources the space-time is flat. This has two important consequences. The first is
that there are no gravitational waves since all the vacuum solutions are trivial.
Second, there are stable static solutions because matter in one region cannot affect
objects in other regions. AR effects of localized matter sources are on the global
geometry. For example consider a particle of mass M and spin J at rest at the
origin, which gives rise to the line element [8]
ds2 = (dt + 4GJdp )2 - r-8GM(dr2 + r 2dP2). (19)
To see that the space-time is flat outside the origin we change to another coordinate
system
t' t + 4GJp,
r1-4GM
r 1 - 4GM' (20)
0 (1 - 4GM)p.
In this coordinate system the line element reads
ds 2 = dt 2 - r 2d0 _ dr12. (21)
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However these coordinates do not describe a globally Minkowskian space-time
but one that has a conical geometry because ranges from -(1 - 4GM)7 to
(1 - 4GM)-7r.
In general relativity there exists space-time solutions which admit closed time-
like curves 9 In 2 dimensions the space-time of a spinning point particle
admits closed time-Eke curves. Recently a number of articles have been published
on the closed time-like curves in 2 dimensions [101. It is generally believed,
however, that the laws of physics do not aow the appearance of closed time-like
curves. This is known as the "Chronology Protection Conjecture"[11].
In the second part of this thesis we solve for the space-time created by Chern-
Simons solitons that carry spin. We find that these extended particles do not
create closed time-like curves.
14INTRODUCTION
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In the last decade much interest has been directed toward the study of lower
dimensional field theories. Some of this interest has been motivated by string the-
ory, which necessitates understanding two-dimensional field theories. Others are
interested in (2+1)-dimensional, planar gauge theories. The reasons for studying
planar gauge theories are numerous and stem in part from the fact that inter-
esting structures emerge such as the Chern-Simons term [1]. Such models may
describe the quantum Hall effect and/or high-T,-superconductivity (see ref.[2] and
references therein).
The reason for the present work emerges from the recent investigations of R.
Jackiw and E.J. Weinberg 31, and J.H. Hong, Y. Kim and P.Y. Pac 4] who studied
vortex solutions in an Abelian Chern-Simons theory with spontaneous symmetry
breaking. The system contains charged planar matter described by a scalar field
interacting with a gauge field whose dynamics is governed solely by the Chern-
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Simons term. When the scalar field potential supports U(1)-symmetry breaking,
the model has one gauge degree of freedom together with the Higgs mode [5],
while a U(I)-symmetric potential gives rise to two degrees of freedom associated
with the scalar field. In the case where the theory is specialized to a specific -
potential with two types of minima -U(1)-symmetry-breaking and preserving-
there exist time-independent charged topological vortex solutions to the field equa-
tions that approach the asymmetric vacuum at spatial infinity 341. Furthermore,
the symmetric vacuum admits charged non-topological soliton solutions 6 Both
types of solutions satisfy self-dual or Bogomol'nyi-type equations 7 The specific
sixth-order potential needed to obtain the self-dual equations arises naturally with
a N=2-supersymmetric generalization of the bosonic system and both the U(I)-
symmetry-breaking and symmetry-preserving minima are supersymmetric [8] A
natural question emerges at this point: Do the radiative corrections, including
the finite temperature effects, lift the degeneracy of the self-dual potential? We
analyze this quantum phenomenon for the supersymmetric self-dual system and
find that the degeneracy is not lifted at one-loop for zero-temperature, however
the U(1)-symmetry is restored in the high-temperature Emit, a phenomenon that
appears only after the inclusion of two-loop effects to the effective potential. Both
minima remain supersymmetric at zero-temperature.
This chapter has the following structure: We begin in section II with a short
discussion of the functional method for evaluating the effective potential, including
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the temperature dependent part. In section III, we apply the formalism at one-
loop order to the N2-supersymmetric Abelian self-dual Chern-Simons model [8].
We focus on two special cases a) zero-temperature and b) high-temperature. In
section IV, we calculate the two-loop leading-order finite-temperature contribu-
tions to the effective potential. In section V, we show that it is sufficient to
consider only the leading-order temperature dependence to the effective poten-
tial, that is higher-loop graphs (with more than two loops) do not contribute to
the leading-order temperature dependence to the effective potential and hence are
negligible. In section VI, we discuss the U(1)-symmetry restoration. Our conclu-
sions are presented in section VII. In Appendix A, we collect the results of the
integrals needed to evaluate the effective potential. In Appendix B, we analyse
the Chern-Simons model without supersymmetry as well as the scalar field model
without Chern-Simons gauge fields at zero-temperature. Both of these models ex-
hibit U(1)-symmetry-restoration at high-temperature for the same reasons as the
supersymmetric model.
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Functional Evaluation of the Effective Potential
There are several methods of calculating the effective potential [9,10,11] We
use the functional method due to R. Jackiw 9 Here we give a brief review of this
method to establish the notation.
Consider a theory described by the lagrangian L depending on a set of fields
dn X 'C (X)
where n is the dimension of the space-time. Next we define another Lagrangian
by shifting the fields, (x) - p,, + 0(x),
160 + ) '(O)- dnX 0(X) 80"'(X)
n X 'C f (P.; . X)d (2)
where the field p,,, is an x-independent quantity. We consider only scalar fields,
but it is not difficult to generalize to the case when particles with higher spin are
considered. The equation 2) can be rewritten into the form
dn X 'C f 0.; . X) dnx dn - -'f Wa; X - YOb(Y)Y 20a(X)iDab
+ dnX ZIf Oa; 0a(X)j (3)
where the propagator Dab satisfy
i'D_%0a; X - Y1 (4)
ab 80a(X)80b(Y) I.O=W
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and has a Fourier transformation given by'
iD-'f p.; kj d'x eikxi-D-1
ab ab f 0- XI
The effective action is defined as the Legendre transform of the connected
generating functional and it is the generator of one-particle irreducible connected
graphs. The effective potential is obtained from the effective action when the
latter is evaluated for a constant field configuration P(o = -V(p) f dnX [9]. The
formula for the effective potential Vp is
ih dnk
- Indet iD-1fWa;kjV (O) = o W - 2 (2,7r)n ab
i nX
+ ih(T exp (_ d ZIfWa;0a(X)J))1PI (6)h
The first term of this expression is the classical potential. The second term cor-
responds to the contribution of all graphs with one-loop. The determinant is over
the indices a, b which can refer to internal or spin degrees of freedom. The last
term summarizes contributions from higher-loop graphs. An over-all space-time
volume factor has been deleted in the last term.
The finite temperature contribution to the effective potential can also be
obtained by the functional method (we follow the discussion of Dolan and Jackiw
[12]). It is possible to find the temperature dependence of the effective potential
iIn our conventions the free-field spin-zero propagator is 2-.2+i,
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by using the same method as in the case of zero-temperature field theory with
the crucial distinction that the free propagators of the theory satisfy the same
differential equation but with a different time boundary condition 12,13].
As an example consider a self-interacting scalar field theory. We determine
the finite-temperature 2-point function with the imaginary time, which is defined
as
Tr e,8H To(x)O(y)
Do(x - y) -OH (7)Tr e
The time arguments of Dp are continued to < ixo, iyo < , and the Fourier
inverse of (5) becomes
Do (x) e- ikx D,3 (k), (8)
where fk stands for f d' _1k The n-vector k has time compo-(_' EN=O,-4-1.... (27r)n-1




The formula for the finite-temperature effective potential is again 6 with
the substitution dnk -- + fk in the second term, and a higher-loop graphs aref (27r)n
calculated from Wick contractions according to the last term of 6) but with the
free 2-point function given by 9). We write the effective potential to 0(h as
V13 V0 + 0 (10)
1
2 In the case of a fermion field, the time component reads WN = (2N+l)(_O) '
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where
V713VP V0 + V1,1 I
and is the classical potential and is temperature independent. The second term
V'3 can be written in two parts, V that is the zero-temperature contribution to the
V's
effective potential to 0(h) and 1 that contains all the temperature dependence
to 0(h). From 6), we have
V's i h In det M-1 k (12)
1 2 ab
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One-Loop Calculations
The bosonic Abelian self-dual Chern-Simons theory has been discussed in the
classical regime by R. Jackiw and E.J. Weinberg 3 and by J. Hong, Y. Kim
and P.Y. Pac 4 The supersymmetric theory then was constructed so that the
self-dual equations emerge as a consequence of supersymmetry [8]. We present
here a calculation of the one-loop contribution to the scalar field potential in the
N=2-supersymmetric Abelian model. We consider the following Lagrangian3
I 1 r.6-0-tA,,,F 12 ,yMD
'C =4 ay + IDMO 'O V)
2 2
e )21012(1012 _ V2)2+(e )(3 1012 _2)Vo (13)
K K
where D. = 91, + ieA. and the charged scalar field x) can be written in terms
of two real scalar fields as x = [01 (X) + 42 (X)j
v/2
We shift the fields by a constant and define a new Lagrangian ollowing 2).
Since we are seeking the corrections to the scalar field potential, it is unnecessary
to shift the A and fields. To one-loop order, it is sufficient to consider the
quadratic part of the shifted Lagrangian. We find that the quadratic part of the
shifted Lagrangian is
d 3X Zo f W.; . (x), A,. (x),-,o (x),,O (x) 
3XI - _%P.; X - X10b(X') ;(X)iS f W.; X - XI'O(X')
d x d 1 . (X)iDab
2
1
-A"(x)iA-1 f Wa; X - xIA'(x') + A4(X)Mjaf Oa; X - X10a(X') (14)
3 We use the metric g1 = diag(l, -1, -1) and our -- matrices obey yA-y" = gA'
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where
M2
- xi _ _ M2)b"' _ 2 1" ] b3 X _ XI)
= 1 2 p2
- 1 = (i _Mf)b3(X _ XI)
- xi OA 2 2 1qj'0")b3(X I I = (KIE14AV + 2e AV + - _ X
a










Here a, b run fror
independent fields
used for the gaug
given by
(15)
2 1 (02 + 02)n to 2 and p - where pj and W2 are real x-2 1 2
The class of Lorentz gauges CG.F. 1 (,O,,Au)2 have been2a
e fixing The parameters m2 7M2 and mf present in (15) are1 2
2 I dV(p) e4 2 2 P2 2)]
M1 2p dp K2 I(P V )(3 - V
2 1 [d2V 1 dV 4e4 2 V2)]
M (3 2
2 2 dp2 2 [Pp dp K
e2
mf G(p) (V2 - 32 (16)
The first equality defines the parameters M2, M2 and mf in terms of an arbitrary2
scalar field potential V(p), and an arbitrary fermionic potential G(p)vo for a
general Lagrangian. The second equality corresponds to the particular case where
the potentials are those given in 13), that is, V(p = e4 2 (p2 - 2 2 and G(p)2
e2 2 p2).(V 3 In what follows we shall express our results in terms of the parameters
2 2 and mf which can be deduced for arbitrary functions V(p) and G(p).
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When the parameters m 2 7M 2and mf are evaluated at the classical degenerate
minima, they provide the particle mass spectrum. In the symmetric vacuum p 0,
we find that the theory 13) contains two scalar-field degrees of freedom both with
e2v2
masses m = 1-1. The fermions are also massive with mf = m,. The two scalars
and the fermions correspond to the four degrees of freedom of the theory. For
the asymmetric vacuum, p = v, the scalar field sector develops one Goldstone
boson and one massive Higgs. The mass of the Higgs is mH = 2 2'2. The
fermions are also massive and again Imf I = mH. The Goldstone boson combines
with the Chern-Simons gauge field: the mass of the Chern-Simons gauge field is
MA = Mf I = MH. Four degrees of freedom are present in the asymmetric vacuum
1-3,5].
The effective potential to the 0(h) is given by 10-12). To arrive at this
result in the case where more than scalar fields are considered requires a few steps
that are described now. In the present case, fermions do not couple to the other
fields and they are easily integrated in the functional integral. To this order the
bosonic fields enter in quadratic form, however due to the presence of the coupling
AM,,Mo,,, a standard change of variable for the scalar field is necessary in order to
decouple the A A field from the scalar field 9 Once the change of variable is
made, it is possible to evaluate the path integral and the effective potential reduces
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in the momentum space representation to
ih In det(iD-'f p,,,; kj)V060 = O 2 ab
- ih In det(iA-'f Pa; k + iN,,f Pa; k)
2 pv
ih In det (i S -' f O a; k ), (17)
where the determinant is over the scalar field internal space indices ab, the
spinor indices and the Lorentz indices ftv 9 The presence of the matrix
NpvfPa;k = Maf0a;kl'Dabf0a;klM,bf0a;-kI is due to the gauge field-
scalar transition. After inverting Dab%0a;kJ to get the expression VabfPa;kj
(P. (Pb 'P- Wb ) it sk2-M2-M2+ie 2p2 + k2-M2+iE(bab - 2p2 straightforward to obtain
1 2
2ie2 P2 kit k,
Nj.,-, f O a; k I (18)
- 2 + jE
1
The momentum representation for the propagators is obtained by making the
substitution 611, - -ik,, in (15). An evaluation of the determinants in 17) leads
to
VP = V0 - ih In (k 2 _ M2 + M2) + iE) + In(k2 _ M2 + iE)
2 1 2 1
- h In(k 4 M2 k2 + 2ae 2P2M2 In(k 2 _ M2 + iE)
2 1
ih 2 04
- In (k - 4 4l + iE)
2 K2
2 _M2)
+ ih In(k f (19)
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This expression is valid for arbitrary a. The first integral comes from the scalar
fields, the second and third integrals come from the gauge fields and the gauge
field-scalar transition. The last term of 19) is due to the presence of fermions.
M2We note from 16), for the specific sixth-order potential, that the parameters
2 2
n2 < 7] 0.09 and m + r become negative for 5 < and 2 - <1 2 3 5
7 -1 2 - 0.71 respectively. In the rest of this paper we consider only the5 J3
Landau gauge a = .
The integrals given in 19) contains the temperature dependence of the ef-
fective potential. It is of interest to decompose 19) into two parts, the zero-
temperature and the temperature dependent contributions as in (11). To see this,
we note that all integrals in 19) are of the form U3 ih fk In(k 2 _ M2 + e),
1 2
U13 I(M2"3) for bosons and U3 F(M2"3) for fermions. We evaluate these
integrals in Appendix A 12]. We obtain
2 EM 1U,8 2 - 8Em)
1(m (2-7r 2 0 In(I e-




UO(M2) (27r)2 .2 (20b)
00
2 2 2
ul (M dx x In ± eVr +M 2 (20c)27r,33
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where the upper (lower) sign correspond to fermions (bosons) contribution, E M
k2 + M2,,3 and kB is the Boltzman constant. That U is the usual form ofkB T
the zero-temperature effective potential 91 where Uj1(M2)=_if dk n-k2+2 (27r)s 0
k2 + M2 _ ie) comes from the fact that 12], apart from an infinite constant,
i f dk lnl,'-k2 + E 2 _ iE = 1 E.
2 M2 0 2
Using 20a-c), we rewrite the effective potential 19 as
0 (21a)
V1 = O (P) + V1 (P) + V ()
where
1 d2k E 2 +,n2)1/ 2+ E,,, E2,,2,,2 -Emf (21b)
VI, () 2 (27r)2 I (M1 2 1-1
and
1 007713 V/.2+[M2 2],82) N 2 - 2
VI ) = 27r,33 dx x [In (1 - e- 1+M2 + In (1 - e -2
+ In (1 - e C_ 2+4 2 In (1 + e V/2,2 + Mf2,,p (21c)
It is possible to evaluate (20b) for M2 of arbitrary sign
0(m A m - M3 (22)
U, ) 47r2 12r
where M = _iIM13 for negative M2.
The finite-temperature contributions (21c) vanish as they should at zero tem-
perature, --+ oo. The expression (21c) is not reliable for the values of p for which
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M 2+M2 and M2 become negative and the effective potential becomes complex 9.1 2 1
We calculate (see Appendix A) the finite-temperature contribution to the effective
potential as an expansion around a 2 = M2p2 _ 0:
-13 (M2 = 1 [ ( 3) M2 '32 M2 4)VI 2-7r#3 87r -(In + In V/M2,32) + 0('3M
M2 13
+ 33) m2(In 2 - "32) + O(,3M4)] (23)
4-7r03 2-7r,3 2 f
where by the sum we add the three contributions of (21c) with M2 taking the values
M 2 + M 2 5 2 and 4 4P4. The and the 1n13 terms in the sum in 23) do not1 2 1 K 2 '33 la
become complex for negative M2 , hence we may rely on them. The contribution
from fermions to 23) are also reliable, however the field-dependent terms are of
lower order in . We conclude that fermions do not contribute to the one-loop
leading-order finite-temperature of the effective potential. The reason for the
difference between the leading-order finite-temperature coming from bosons and
fermions has to do with the infrared properties of the integrals encountered in
each case. The logarithmic temperature dependence from bosons has its origin
in the vanishing of one of its energy-eigenvalues and in the fact that the leading
divergence in the one-loop n-point expansion is linear.
We find for the unrenormalized effective potential (the temperature dependent
term is just the high-temperature contribution)
,(P) e4 he4A
_ _P2(P2 _ V2)2 2 2 _ 2)V - + P (P V
K2 72 K2
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he 6 [(15P4 V2P2 + V4)3/2 P4 2 2 4)3/212 + 3 -4v +V
127rlr,13
+ 8p 6- 213 P2 - V213
he 4 11 In,3
__ - P4 - 4V2 2 (24);r2 ( P
. 2 13
A is our cut-off for ultra-violet divergences. The A-dependence appears only in
the T = portion as expected. We also removed the term C3) since it is p-
independent. The values for m 21 M21 mf have been substituted from 16).1 2
We now renormalize. Since the theory is renormalizable, we need only a
finite number of parameter to absorb the infinity coming from the A-dependence
(A --+ oo). We find that it is possible to absorb (to 0(h)) the A-dependence in
just one parameter. We define a new parameter v 2 = 2 _ hA . In this way, V isr 2 7r2 r
arbitrary and VO is A-independent therefore finite. Owing to the supersymmetry
the radiative corrections are calculable. We rewrite the renormalized potential
('24) with the substitution v 2 * 2 and then drop the subscript "r",r)
e4
VOW K2 2(P 2 _V 2)2
he 6 [(1 5P4 V2P2 + V4)3/2 P4 V2P2 + V4)3/212 + 3 - 4
12-7rlr.13
+ 8p 6 213p 2 V2 13
h 4 11 In[(-P 4 - 4v 2 2 (25)PW rt, 2 3
We note that a minimal subtraction scheme has been used here without any ref-
erence to the normalization condition imposed on the coupling constant of the
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theory.
a) zero-temperature and b) high-There are two cases that we pursue:
temperature limit.
A. The Zero-Temperature One-Loop Corrections
We analyze the result 25) at zero temperature. In this case, the effective
potential can be written as
V(p = Vo(p) + AV(p)7 (26)
Idwhere A - T.1-7
(p) = e 4V0 2P, (p, _ VI)2,
K
e4 [(15P4
Vi (p) = 127r . 2
(27)
12v2p 2+ 4)3/2 + 3 P4 - 4v2P2 + V4)3/2
+ 8p 6 - 213 P2 - V213 I (28)
Since the radiative corrections to the classical potential are first order in A we
of the corresponding classical minimumcan write each new minimum as the sum
and a first order term in A, i.e.,
Zp' = pi Abpi , i = 12 (29)
where p = and P2 = V After a little algebra it is easy to show that
bpi = __ dV I dp
d2V/dp2 P=Pi (30)
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One can ask if the radiative corrections remove the degeneracy of the classical
minima and therefore break the supersymmetry. It has been proven for certain
supersymmetric models that if the supersymmetry is not broken at the tree level
it cannot be broken perturbatively by quantum corrections 14]. We find that this
holds true for our case. To see this one has to evaluate the effective potential to
O(A) at the new minima:
V(p + Abpi) Vo (pi A8pi + AV, (pi Abpi)
dV, 2
Vo (pi) A bpi 0 + A1(pi) + (A (31)
dp P=Pi
The first two terms are obviously zero for the classical minima. It is also easy to
check from 28) that
Vi( = = Vi( = = (32)
Hence the degeneracy of the minima is not removed and both minima remain
supersymmetric to (A).
B. The High-Temperature One-Loop Effects
We study the complete expression 25). We have two parameters that control
the behavior of the effective potential in the high-temperature limit; the parameter
A h'2 controls radiative corrections and 13 provides the temperature dependence.
1-1
(25) is evaluated under the condition < V-2 . However, the expansion parameter
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used for fixed is a' = W V < 1 with M2 being either Of M2 + M2, M2 M21 2 1 f'
or 4 4P4. Combining the condition < V-2 with a 2 < 1 gives a constraint onK2
the value p can take for large p in order that the expansion in a 2 of the effective
potential be reliable.
In the case where the high-temperature limit is considered at one-loop, the
last term on the R.H.S of 25) dominates the others. Therefore, the potential 25)
can be well approximated by
V'3 he4 1 4 V 2 In#
H T.(P) - P 4 P (33)
rK 4 13
In the high-temperature limit, we see that p = becomes a relative maximum
of the effective potential, and that the absolute minimum is located at p V
0.85v. This is true for the values < where Inl < .
As the temperature increases, it is clear that at one-loop the symmetry-
breaking form of the potential remains. However, we cannot conclude that this
remains true to all orders, the analysis of the temperature dependence of the effec-
tive potential requires higher-loop consideration -a feature that is different than
for 4-dimensional field theories- since we are considering a '-potential.
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Two-Loop Calculations
We consider the leading-order high-temperature effects to two-loop order to
the scalar-field effective potential for the supersymmetric self-dual Chern-Simons
theory. We shall discuss in the next section that it is sufficient to consider only the
two-loop order contributions to obtain the leading-order temperature dependence.
The two-loop contributions arise from Wick contractions according to the last
term of 6). To evaluate the last term of 6), we need to find ZI, the interaction
part of the Lagrangian defined as 2 To do this, we shift the scalar field by a
constant. The quadratic part of the shifted Lagrangian has been found to be 14).
The interaction part is
LI eAj,(X)1E.b0.(X)19'0b(X) + eo,,,O,,(x)A,,(x)A'(x - eA,,(XW(X)-Y1"0(X)
1(e 2
- _)2 [(12  2- 16V2)0"'0.(X)02(X) + 8o.WbWc0.(X)0b(X)0c(X)
8 . I
3e 2 - e2 3e2
+ - 0-0-WV440(X - 02 (x)A,(x)A11(x) + 02 X)V(X),o X)
K 2 2 
1(e 2
- _)2 [(3  2- 4V2)04(X) + 12o,,,PbOa(X)Ob (X)02 X)
8 , I
+ 0(0.0.04(X) + (34)
As was mentioned above 17), a standard shift of variable x) - 0x) +
ie6bc0cf'D.b(Xy),9jA1'(y)d4y is needed in order to decouple the A field from
the scalar field. In this way, we do not encounter any gauge-scalar field transition.
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Under this change of variable the interaction part of the Lagrangian changes, how-
ever, in the Landau gauge a the "new" part of the interaction Lagrangian do not
contribute to the effective action. It is sufficient to consider 34) as the interaction
Lagrangian with diagonal propagators given by
i W. Vb 'Pa jPb
(T0.(X)0b(Y)) e-ip(x-y) 2p2 - i(6ab - 2p21P2 M2 - M 2 i p - M2 +if
1 2 1
-i
-ip(x-y) 2P2( Av _ APv1P2) + ir(TA,, (x) A,,, (y)) . [2e f,"Pr],K2P2 - 4e4 P4 + Zf 9
i ( +,rn f ) .,3
e-ip(z-y) P2 - M 2 i (35)f
We now calculate the 1PI leading-order temperature dependent contribution to
the effective potential following 6). The two-loop effective potential is given by
la 3 Xe, (X 3Xe,(X) 3YZI(Y)) .V (p) -_ i (Ti d )) + ' (T(i d i d2 2! (36)
We are interested only in the leading-order temperature dependent part of the
effective potential. The first term in 36) corresponds to those graphs presented
in Fig.l. They are the Wick contraction of the four-particle interaction vertices.
Their evaluation is straightforward since they are products of single loops. We
obtain a leading-order temperature dependence from Fig. lab
3XZI(X) = e 4 2 He 4 h Infl 22 = 2i(Ti d K2 2 -x,3 ) 2.2 7ro ) (37)
Fig.1c does not contribute because, as a consequence of 23), fermions do not
contribute to the leading-order temperature dependence.
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The second term in 36) are the overlapping divergent graphs. They are
presented in Fig.2. They arise from Wick contractions of three-particle interaction
vertices. To simplify the discussion of the evaluation of the graphs in Fig.2 we
present a discussion on the behavior of a one-loop graph following Weinberg [15].
Consider a single loop constructed from boson propagators in three-space-time
dimension with superficial divergence D. For simplicity, set the external momen-
tum to be zero. We can rescale the internal momenta as well as energies by a
factors-', so that the n-point one-loop graph takes the form
'3-D I(Mint,3) , D = 3 - 2n, (38)
where Mint represents the various internal masses. Thus for 0, the loop
behaves likefl-', unless there are infrared divergences when the arguments of the
function I vanish. In three-space-time dimension, D < for au one-loop graphs
and therefore a graphs are affected by such infrared-divergences, and occur for
the case where the internal lines of the loop represent a boson with zero-energy.
For D = (the tadpole), the infrared-divergence goes as Infl. For D < the
infrared-divergence goes as D-1, and in this case the n-point (n 4 1) one-loop
graph behave no worse than -1. We conclude that the leading-order temperature
dependence for any one-loop graph in three-space-time dimension arises for bosonic
fields whenever there is a inearly ultraviolet-divergent integral.
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We now present the evaluation of Fig. 2a. The interaction Lagrangian part
that give rise to this graph is e 2p.0.(x)A,(x)AA(x) and the graph reads after
Wick contraction of the fields
-4e 4P2 1 (I Wit,
-. 39)/10 2 M 2 - M2 + ij ((I - p)2 - 4e4p4/_2)(12 - e 4 2)P 1 2 /K
Using Feynman's parameters and an appropriate shift in the 1-momentum we can
rewrite the integral over I as
1 E d211 dx
-io N (27r)2
(1, - Px)'P (1 + Al X)) (40)
I'-47r2,32(N - M(l - X))2 _ 12 - (40 p4 / r.2 - 2 X X)) 2
where 1' I Pt'(1 - x). There are two types of integrals in 40): one that is
linearly UV-divergent on the three dimensional momentum space and one that is
convergent. We have discussed the behavior of one-loop n-point functions above
and we concluded that only the linearly UV-divergent one-loop boson graphs are to
be taken into consideration. For the linearly UV-divergent integral, after resealing
the internal momenta as well as the energy, we set N = M = where the infrared-
divergence occurs. We find for 40)
2-7r,3 In,3 (41)
Combining this result with the leading-order temperature dependence coming from
the p-integration in 39) lead us to the result for Fig. a
e4 h ln, 2 2
2 P (42)K 7r,3
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To present the final two-loop result, we discuss the graphs of Fig. 2b-e. Only
the graphs composed of product of linearly UV-divergent one-loop boson sub-
graphs can provide the leading-order temperature dependence to the effective po-
tential. The fermions will not contribute to the leading-order temperature depen-
dence to the effective potential since fermion-loop integral never carry zero-energy
fermions -a fermion-loop integral can increase no faster than,3-' as,3 -+ 0- hence,
the graphs of Fig. 2d-e do not contribute. By naive power counting, the graphs
of Fig. 2b-c are less than quadratically divergent which means that it is made of
one-loop subgraphs with at least one of the subgraph being less than linearly diver-
gent. Therefore the Fig. 2b-c do not contribute to the leading-order temperature
dependence to the effective potential.
The leading-order temperature dependence of the two-loop effective potential
is
V,3(,0) 4 2 2 _ 2)2 4 V 2 + 13 2hln,3)2
K2 1P (P V 2 P 4 P 7r,3 2 7r,3 (43)
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High Temperature Higher Loop Effects
We mentioned at the beginning of the previous section that it would be suffi-
cient to consider only up to two-loop contributions in order to obtain the leading-
order temperature dependence to the effective potential. We show this now.
Consider the path-integral for the scalar field part of the Lagrangian 13)
e42 _ 1012(1012 _ V2)2] (44)[do]expl I'a", I 2
K I
The discussion including the gauge field and the fermion field is the same. Rescale
the scalar field by j 2 = 21012 and the classical expectation value of the field by
7.1
2 e2 V2. The path-integral 44) becomes (up to a constant in the functional
7.1
measure)
[d(b] exp (1 I2 L02 21 (45)
e2h
The path-integral 45) shows that the expansion parameter of the theory is A - h,2
which follows the loop counting, and A < . 4,2 112, 2and,3-' have dimension
of a mass. From dimensional analysis and 45), we obtain the field and temperature
structure for the perturbative series in the high-temperature limit to be
Vj3 _b2((b2 _ W2)2 + (aD4 + bW2,12 )(A Infl + C42 (A In,3)2
0 0
+ d(A In'3 )3 + (A4 + fLV2,t2) A + g,12 (A Ino)(A)
13 3 3 3
+ h( Aln,3)2(A (46)
13 13
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We do not include terms of the form V3 AP(Aln,3)q, and those terms of nextpjq 13
to the leading-order in to VP , where p and q are integers and p 54 0. Thesepjq
terms are suppressed by the coupling constant A. The constants a to h are di-
mensionless. The terms with the constants e to h are those terms of next to
the leading-order temperature dependence, hence we drop them. The term with
the constant d is the contribution that arises from a three-loop evaluation of the
leading-order temperature dependence of the effective potential. Figure 3 shows
examples. It is field-independent and therefore can be dropped from the effective
potential. Indeed, any higher-loop graphs (with the number of loops> 3 wil be
either field-independent or next and lower to the leading-order temperature de-
pendence. It can be understood also from the fact that higher-loop graphs become
more convergent in a renormalizable theory. Only terms with the constants a to
c contribute in the leading-order approximation to the effective potential in the
high-temperature limit and they are those that we have evaluated in the previous
sections.
Now using the Lagrangian of 13) and the same argument leading to 46 we
obtain the same field and temperature behavior as the potential 46). Converting
to the field p = 2 we conclude that the form of the effective potential in the2
leading-order temperature dependence is
e4 In,3
V13 (P)- K21P2(P 2 _V2)2 + (a P4 + bV2P2 ) (h In' )+ C2 ( h) 2
3
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(47)
- (ah",3 - 2V2), M2(,3 - ,,(ALnA)2 - bV2 hln,3 + V4] and a = - 1
la 0 0 27r 
where e(o)
= 4 13
7r) and c : 27r2 
e4
= K2 [P6 + e3)p4 + Ml (,3)plI
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Discussion of the U(1)-Symmetry Restoration
A sufficient condition for U(1)-symmetry restoration is that the symmetric
vacuum becomes the true vacuum. It is clear that the U(I)-symmetry is restored
at high-temperature because the two-loop effect is positive and dominates all the
other contributions in such a limit. In fact, since m 2(0) is positive for a , the
slope of the effective potential remains positive for any value of as long as the
coefficient e(3) of 47) remains positive, in other words, as long as - h1n, > 7rv2
1.14 v2. In the region where the value of 3 is such that - h InO - 114 V 2 but with
e(3 < 0, we can still say that the U(I)-symmetry is restored. However, for large
values of 0 (T --+ 0) our approximation scheme is invalid and we cannot make any
statement about the U(1)-symmetry restoration in the low-temperature regime.
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Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the zero-temperature one-loop radiative correc-
tions to the effective potential do not lift the degeneracy of the classical potential.
Both minima remain supersymmetric. The supersymmetry ensures that it is suffi-
cient to have only one parameter "v" to perform the renormalization. We have also
shown that the symmetry is restored at high-temperature; however, in contrast to
the U(1)-symmetry restoration of four-dimensional field theories, the phenomenon
appears from a two-loop calculation. Graphs with more than two loops do not
contribute to the leading-order temperature dependence.
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Appendix A
Evaluation of Integrals









(27r)2 In ( '32 +E 2M ) (A.1a)
and for fermions is
i
2
F(M2 "3) = In(k2 _ M2 + iE)
1 n=+oo
- I:2# n=-oo
d2k In 7r2(2n 12
(27r)2 '32 +E 2M ) (A.1b)
where E 2 = k 2 M2. We start with the evaluation of (A.1a). ollowing DolanM








J(M2, p = (A.2)
We now perform the zero-temperature contribution integral I(M2" - )
d 2k Em
(27r)2 2
I(M2" = 0) =:
i d3k ln(-k 2+ E 2 _ iE 
2 (27r)3 0 M (A-3)
- 8Em)
- e I 
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where we dropped divergent quantities that are M-independent 12] in order to
write down the second equality. The measure d3 k is AO dkl A2 Upon performing
a Wick rotation on (A.3), we find the Euclidean integral
1 A




We have dropped in the last equality the M-independent terms and terms that
vanish when A -* oo. In the case where M < a contour integration in the
complex plane is sufficient to evaluate the integral, and we obtain
M2
I(M2" = 00 = A 2 z Imi 3 (A.5)
4-7r I 2,7r
We now turn to the evaluation of the temperature dependent integral in (A.2)
(see also (20c)). The integral is
2) I d2 k 0 Vk 2+ M2I(,3 a - In I - e-
,3 (2-7r)2
V.2+a2),dxx1n I e- (A.6)
2 -7r,3 3
where the parameter a2 M2#2. We now follow the discussion of Dolan and
Jackiw 12]. In the a 2 < iit, (A.6) can be written as the ollowing expansion
I(,3; a2) -- IO; 0) + a 2 01 (,3; a2) + (A-7)
(9a2
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It is easy to evaluate the first integral in (A.7), and we get I(,3, 0)
- (3). The second term can be obtained by differentiating I(,3, a 2 once,
T 0 3
W(fl; a 2 - 1 -
,9a2 47r#3
00 X 1
dx Vx2+ a2 e v'-2 -+a 2 - (A.8)
2We note that (A.8) is finite for any values of a 
To evaluate (A.8), we define the regulated expression
00 X 1-6 1
AC = dx lx2+ 0 ev'-2 -+a 2 - (A.9)
and lim'--+0 A, = 9 (; a2 .47r,83 9a2
A, can be written in terms of the sum of two expressions:
1 (2) 1 -2 2 ' dx ":1-dxxl-'E, ' , and A - -- fo . Thefo n=-00 47r n a2+X2 C 2 vfz2+a2 second of
those integral is easy to perform with the help of the beta-function 16]
00 dt tM-1
(1 + t)m+nB(m, n = (A.10)
and we obtain
(2) 2 = 2 + 0E).A. (a I v/-a
2
(A.11)
The first integral is more intricate and we present some of the steps of how to




I: (47r 2n 2 + a 2)-c/2
n=-oo
00 Y 1-6
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where in going from the first to the second equality the definition (A.10) for the
beta-function, the relations B(mn) 11'(-)I(n) and r(m)r(l - m) 7rr(m+n) sin(7rE/2)
have been used 16].
After some algebraic manipulations, we rewrite (A.12 as
1 00A(') (a 2 - 2 -- E/2 7r2 2c/2
1E 2 sin(,E-7r/2) [(a +2E(4 n
n=1
00 2








-,E) In (1 + 4-7r2n2 )] + 0,E2) (A.13)
To go from the first equality to the second, we made an expansion around'E -_ 0, for
this reason the first term provides the In a 2-term. We regularized the second term
00 1(4-7r2n2)--E/2 = 0E)in the first equality with the use of the zeta-function, n= (27r)"
+ 062 .and (,E) ln(27r) It is possible to show that the last term on the2 2
R.H.S. of the second equality of (A.13) reduces to
00 2 Va2 Va22 2-,/2(_E) a ) ] + (9(,E2(47r n In 1 +   In sinh -In
47r2n2 (-,E) 2 2
n=1
(A.14)
which enable us to write the final expression for A(')
IE 2) 2 2 In ( Va2 + 0). (A.15)
AM (a In a [In (sinh ( Va
2 f 2 2
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(2) 1Combining A(El) with AC multiplying this sum by 470 , adding the result
to 43; 0), taking the limit a2 0 and --- 0 gives us the desired result
2 2
I d k In - e ,8 Vk 2+ M2 ((3 _ a ln a 2- /a2 + 0(a 2)] (A.16)
fl (27r)2 27r#3 87r,33
with a2 M2 32. From (A.4) and (A.16) we find that (A.1a) is given keeping only
the leading-order temperature dependence by
(M2"3) M2 A M3 ((3) M2I  -- - -- In,3 (A.17)
4-7r2 1 2-7r 2 7r,3 3 4r,3
We now evaluate the integral (A.1b) which arises from the fermionic contri-
bution. We can write FM2,3) as 12]
d 2k E 1F(M2"3 =   - + ln(1 + e- OEm) (A.18)
(27r)2 2 3 1 1
which has the same zero-temperature contribution (A.4) as the boson. The evalu-
ation of the temperature dependence of F(M2,3) is similar to the boson case and
we do not repeat it here. The result is
M2"3) M2A - M3 3((3) M2 1 4).F( + -- - - (In 2 - - /'M202) + 03M (A.19)47r2 127r 7r03 47ro 2
The crucial distinction between (A-17) and (A.19) is that the M2-dependent
leading-order temperature dependence in (A.19) does not carry the logarithm-
dependence on . We find that this distinction between bosons and fermions
is due to the presence of the vanishing energy-eigenvalue WN= = for bosons
[15]. Fermions do not have vanishing energy-eigenvalue; WN = 2N+1)7r where
N = 0 ±11...
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Appendix 
Abelian self-dual Chern-Simons theory
and scalar self-dual theory at zero-temperature.
We consider in this appendix the model without supersymmetry at zero-
temperature. The Lagrangian for the Abelian self-dual Chern-Simons model is
given by
2
IC =Xf'ct0-YA,,Fp_, ID,. 012 _ e 21,12(1,,2 _ V2)2 (B.1)
4 K
Following the method presented in this paper we calculate the effective po-
tential which is given by 19) without the fermionic contributions at T = (with
a = ).
The unrenormalized potential at one-loop is
VO(P) e4 he4A 
_P2(P2 _ V2)2 + 4 V 2)
K2 7r2K 2 4 
he 6 [(15P4 V2P2 + V4)3/2
- 12
127rJK13
+ Pp 4 - 4V2P 2+ 4)3/2 + 86 (B.2)
Since this theory is renormalizable, we need only a finite number of parameter
to absorb the infinity coming from the A-dependence (A ---* oo). In contrast to
the supersymmetric case, we find that it is necessary to have two parameters
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to renormalize the model: v 2 and bm. To perform the renormalization in the
6M _ hA ,,4,2
minimal subtraction scheme, we define the new parameters bm, 7r2 2r.2 i
and v2 - 2 hA 11
r 7r2 4
We rewrite the renormalized potential (B.2) using the above definition and
then drop the subscript 'Y', we obtain
4
V,1 (P) P2(P2 _ V2)2 + 6 2
e6 (15p4 - 12V2 P2+ 4)3/2
127rJK13
+ 3 P4 - 4v2P2+ V4)3/2 + 86 (B-3)
The introduction of the second parameter bm needed to complete the renormal-
ization brings an arbitrariness. The shape of the potential will depend upon the
value bm. This is in contrast to the supersymmetric theory where only v 2 had
to be renormalized. Therefore, without any specification on the values bm takes,
it is impossible to determine whether or not we have a true or "false" vacuum at
p -_ 0. The region for which the effective potential becomes complex is the same
as in the supersymmetric case.
We finally consider the case where the Chern-Simons gauge fields are elimi-
nated from the system. We consider the Lagrangian
_ (e 2
, = pt, 2 _)21012(1012 _ 2)2 (B.5)
K
and the effective potential contains only the first two terms of 19) at T = 
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The renormalized effective potential is given by
Vo(p = e2PI (PI _ V2)2 + 8 2
K
he6 [(I 5P4 V2P2 + V4)3/2
- 12
127rl.13
+ (3p4 - 4V2 P2+ 4)3/2 (B.6)
where the renormalization parameters has been defined in a similar way as in the
above case. Again, here, we cannot decide if the potential has a true or "false"
vacuum at p -_ when T -_ .
Both models discussed in this appendix restores the U(I)-symmetry in the
high-temperature limit. The restoration of the U(1)-symmetry also occurs at the
two-loop level. This result remains true for higher-order graphs.
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Figure 1. Two-loop graphs coming from Wick contractions of four-particle interaction vertices.
(The continuous line represents the scalar field, the wavy line the vector field and the dashed line
the fermion field.)
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Figure 2 Two-loop graphs coming from Wick contractions of three-particle interaction vertices.
(The conventions are the same as in Fig. 1.)
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1 )3Figure 3 Sample three-loop graphs with high-temperature behavior (LL-1 They are both0





We consider an Abelian gauge theory in 2 space-time dimensions where the
kinetic action for the gauge field AA consists of the Chern-Simons term only. The
matter part comprise a charged scalar field with a sixth order potential which
has a U(1)-symmetric as well as an asymmetric minimum that are degenerate. In
terms of these fields the matter Lagrangian density in flat Minkowski space reads
,Cm = D,,O)'DIAO + et" ,,A,,,, - O) (1)
where A, _01, + ieA,,, and the potential is
V(O = e 112(1012 _ 2)2. (2)
K2
It has been shown that this particular choice of potential gives rise to self-dual
topological solitons in flat space as well non-topological ones [1 2 3].
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We are interested in finding the topological soliton solutions in three dimen-
sional Einstein gravity, that is, solutions that approach to the asymmetric vacuum
at spatial infinity.
The action in the curved space is given as the sum of the matter and the
gravitational actions
S M SG, (3)
where
Ava




are the matter and the gravitational actions, respectively. R(x) is the Ricci scalar,
g(x) is the determinant of the metric g,(x) and G is the gravitational constant.
Variation of the total action with respect to , AA and g, yields the scalar
and the gauge field equations
4
DA(N1ggt'vDvO) + Ng 0(101 2 _ 2)(3 1012 _ V2 = 0, (6)
K av
-6 Ftv + ieVrgg`t'[O(D,,O) - O*DA0 = (7)
2
and the Einstein's equations
Gliv = 87rGT,v (8)
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where the energy-momentum tensor is 3]
10 = Dj,0)*D,0 + Dt,0(D,0)* gp.,[(D.0)*D' - O)]. (9)
Rotationally Symmetric and Stationary Solutions
In order to obtain solutions we will make further assumptions. We win assume
that the fields are rotationally symmetric and take the following form:
0 = vR(r)e in(p) (10a)
1A = P(r - n],W e





Ar = ) (10d)
where the integer n is the winding number. In addition the metric will be assumed
to be stationary'
ds2= Aab(r)dXa dxb- dr2 (11)
where Latin letters a, b represent t and p- The quantities Aab are functions of the
radial coordinate r only. We can think of Aab as the metric of a two-dimensional
subspace.
1 A stationary, rotationally symmetric three-dimensional space-time has two commuting
Killing vectors: (010t) which is time-like, and (010jo) which is space-like with closed orbits.
One can therefore arrive at the metric (11) by choosing the coordinates appropriately. See, for
example, refs. 4 and [5].
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With these assumptions the scalar and the gauge field equations gives us the
following system of nonlinear differential equations
. 1. d ( \ / --A dR ) + A" Q2 R + APQPR
\/---A dr dr
+ APP p2 R _32 R(R2 - 1)(3R 2 _ = 7 (12)
1 dP + 2,3R2(AttQ + AtvP = ,
, \/'--A d r




We note that Aal i the inverse of the 2 x 2 matrix Aab and A det(Aab = -
2 - 4,4We also define = 2 
To obtain the Einstein's equations we introduce the notation 6 71
a - Aac dAcb
X b - dr (15)
These quantities form a two-dimensional tensor. With this notation the Einstein7s
equations can be written as
a - 1 d
Rb - 2.,/_- dr V-AXa = 8rG(Ta - Tba )b b b (16)
and




where RA is the Ricci tensor and T Pu is the trace of the energy-momentumV A
tensor.
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Eqs. 16) and 17) give five coupled equations. This is clearly an overde-
termined system since the metric has only three independent components. Using
the symmetry of the Ricci tensor RV however, we can show that one of the Eqs.
(16), namely the equation for R' (or k), can be written in terms of the others,(P t
i.e.,
Rt [gvpR' + gtv(Rt - RP (18)
(P 9tt W
One can also show that any solution that satisfies eqs.(16) also satisfies eq. 17 7.
Hence we have only three independent equations from the Einstein's equations.
The components of the energy-momentum tensor are
Tt 72 [(R1 )2 AttQ2R 2 _ WVp2 R2 +,32 R2 (R 2 _ 12], (19)
t
T" v2[(R1 )2 _ AttQ2 R 2 WWp2 R2 +,32 R2 (R 2 _ 12], (20)
1P
T r V2 (R1 )2 _ AttQ2 R 2- tVPQR 2 _ Ajpjpp2 R 2 32 R 2(R 2 1)2], (21)
r
Tt 2V2 [AttPQR2 + AtWP 2R 217 (22)
W
VP 2v 2 tWQ2R 2 + A(PVPQR 2i, (23)t
and the trace T is
T -_ v 2[(R1 )2 _ ttQ2 R2 - tWPQR 2 _ WWp2 R2 + 32 R2(R 2 - 12i (24)
where () denotes ddr'
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We now choose the following parametrization for the stationary metric
ds 2 = eA(r) (dt + K(r)dp )2 - e D(r)d O 2- dr 2 (25)
For convenience let us also introduce the definitions
a - 8rGv2 (26)
A+DH(r = e 2 - V9- - (27)
In terms of these definitions and the parametrization we obtain the following
six coupled nonlinear differential equations from the Einstein-scalar-gauge field
equations:
eA
-R(KQ _ p2 +,32 R(R 2- 1)(3R 2 _ ),
H2
R + H' R'
H
= -e-AQ2 R+ (28)
eAHK(KQ - P)],P' -- 20R2[e-A HQ - (29)
(30)
AQ' - 2 R2(KQ - P),
e2A




K" + (2A'- H )K'= -4ae-A QR 2(KQ - P),H
eAH = -2aHR 2[-e-AQ2 + H2 (KQ _ p2 22 (R 2 _ 12].
These six equations form the basis of our numerical analysis.
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Boundary Conditions
In this section we establish the boundary conditions for the Eqs. (28)-(33).
We then briefly describe the numerical method used.
We need a total of ten boundary conditions. We are searching for topological
soliton solutions, i.e., solutions with non-zero winding number n. The boundary
conditions at the origin for R(r) and P(r) follow from the requirement that the
fields be nonsingular. This implies
P(O = n, (34)
and
R(O = 0. (35)
Finiteness of energy will require that the scalar field to approach to its value at
one of the two vacua. This condition for the topological sohtons becomes
R(oo) 1. (36)
It will also be required that P(00 = Q0 - 02
2 One can work out the behaviour of P(r) and Q(r) at infinity and find that
P(r) _ p V/r-, 2r
Q(P) - P. e- 2,6-r
N/r-
where P,,. is some constant. Therefore we need to require only one to approach zero at infinity
as the boundary condition. The other will follow automatically. For our purposes we will not
need the detailed behaviour of the functions at infinity therefore we will not expound this point.
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We now determine the boundary conditions for the metric functions. The
metric at the origin should approach to flat space metric expressed in a rotating
coordinate system in the limit r --* 0
ds2 A dt2 + 2Kor 2dtdW - r 2 dW - dr2. (37)
We choose the normalization for the Killing vector (49/,9t) as 1. This requires
AO - 1 which gives us the boundary condition
A(O = 0. (38)
Next by comparing Eqs. 25) and 37) we see that
K (r) --+ Ko r2 as r --+ 0 (39)




We see again by comparing Eqs. 25) and 37) that
D
e 2 ---+ r (41a)
and
D ,(e 2 -- I (41 b)
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as r -* 0. From this we obtain the boundary conditions on H(r as
H(O = 0, (42a)
H'(O = 1. (42b)
We need one more boundary condition for A(r). To obtain it we first observe that
as r -- 0
AH -* re 2 7
K' --+ 2Korl




Thus Eq.(31) can be rewritten near the origin as
A it 1 A ' A )3 n).(e 2) +(e2 ) --- 2Ko(e 2 + (9(r
r
In order to have regular solutions at the origin, therefore A' must vanish.
We have obtained ten boundary conditions. Let us list them:
R(O = ,
P(O) = n,
A(O = A'(0) 0,
K(O = K'(O = ,




R(oo) I Q(00 = . (46)
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Numerical Solution
To solve the equations we use shooting method. We expand the functions
around the origin as a power series of r. This requires introducing unknown con-
stants. Then using the boundary conditions at the origin we try to match the two
boundary conditions at infinity. This is achieved by adjusting these parameters.
The expansions of the functions are as follows
R(r) Ror' + Ro [32 _ Q2 - nKo(2Q + nKo)]r n+2 (47a)
4(n + 1) 0
,3nR 2P(r) 0 Q + nKo)r 2(n+1) (47b)
n I
2 Q(r) Qo -3ROr (47c)
2r2 - 1K4r4 aR2 - 2 - Q2 2 4n I 2(n+1)A(r) -KO 2 (n 1)2 0 + K" (2n + 1lr (47d)
2
K(r) Kor 2+ K 3r4+ aRO Q0 nKo 2(n+1)
0 (n + 1) 2n + 1r (47e)
anR 2H(r) r - - 0 r2n+1 (47f)
2n + 1
where R, Q0 and KO are unknown parameters. We have one too many parameters
since in exchange we have traded only two boundary conditions at infinity. To get
rid of this problem we will examine Einstein's equations 16) at infinity and we
will see that we can establish a relation between Q and K.
The metric at infinity should approach to a metric generated by a point
particle with mass m and spin J described by the line element[8]
2 - 4GJ )2 2 2 W2 2,ds (adt + dW - r d - dr (48)O
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where = - 4G' and a is an arbitrary constant. Let us remember the Eqs.(16)a2
a 1 d V,"-- a 8a R AXa = 8-7rG(T - Tb - b b b2 Vr-- dr
which, following integration, gives 7]
-\/--AX't(r) 16-7rG
.\/--Ax t,(r = 67rG
r












v/ ---A VP d r
/--A(Tr + Tt)drr t (49d)
where we used
v/--AXtt(O = (50a)




v/----AXW (0 = 2W (50d)
which we obtained by using eq.(25). We can similarly derive the behavior of Xab
at infinity using eq.(48),
'- AX --+ 0 (51a)
8GJB
a3
'--v, AX -+ (51b)
(51C),/--AXV + 0t
v/---W' --+ 2aB.W (51d)
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Thus Eqs.(49c) and (51c) yield the relation
00
Ko = 87rG v'r ---A T W d r. (52)









This expression is useful in reducing the number of arbitrary parameters in the
Eqs.(47a-f) from three to two.
Similarly by comparing Eqs.(49b)-(51b) we get an expression for the angular
momentum,
2-7ra3W
= B v"--A T' dr.W (54)
Using Eqs.(13) and 22) we obtain





From the remaining equations in 49) and (51) we also get the following relations,
00
v"--A (Tr+ TP)dr = 
r W
aB = -- 87rG 'r-A (T' + Tr)dr.t r
(56)
(57)
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We can find, by using the Eqs.(13),(14),(22),(23) and 56), that
r V 2 1 dTt T ---- -(PQ)- (58)
,3 V,'-- dr
Putting this into the eq.(57) gives
aB -_ - anQo (59)
From eq(48) we see that
4GJ
K (oo) - 4 (60)a
Using eqs(55) and 59) we get
an 2
K (oo) 2(,3 - anQo)' (61)
We will not use (59) and (61) in our numerical calculations. They are nonethe-
less useful to check the accuracy of our numerical analysis. We find that numerical
results agree with these equations.
We give the results of our numerical analysis in the Figures 1-8. All the
solutions are obtained for n = and = . Figures 13 show the results for the
scalar and the gauge fields. In the Figure 4 we plot the metric function e A - tt 
For values a < 075 e A approaches to a non-zero constant at spatial infinity. For
a > 075 its value approaches (for a 0.8, for example, e A approaches zero
around r -_ 125). Figure shows the results for the metric function K(r). Plots
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D
of g., is given in Figure 6 From Figure 7 we see that e 2 --+ Br except for values
D
a > 075 for which it goes to a constant. To see this better we plot e 2 around
a = 075. This result is different than supermassive solutions of Abelian Higgs
model 9.
We obtained the equations 59) and 61) by assuming that the asymptotic
form of metric is Eq. 48). It is clear that supermassive solitons do not have these
asymptotics. Therefore Eq. 59) is not valid for a > 075. But we find that Eq.
(61) holds true for a values of a. We found no discrepancy between numerical
results and Eq. 61)_
Closed Time-like Curves
It is a well-known fact that some matter distributions allow closed time-
like curves. First such space-time solution which has a constant and uniform
energy density was obtained by G6del [10]. It is generally believed that these
matter distributions are unphysical. This is known as "Chronology Protection
Conjecture." Recently it has been shown that in the case of rotationally symmetric
open universe weak energy combined with the absence of closed time-like curves
at spatial infinity prevents the existence of closed time-like curves everywhere [111.
The metric 48) also supports closed time-like curves for sufficiently small
radius. For
r < 4GJ (62)
a3B
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p becomes a cyclic time-like coordinate, hence leading to closed time-like curves.
Our numerical results for the space-time of the Chern-Simons solitons show that
p does not become time-like, i.e., g., does not become positive, for the cases
we have considered, as can be seen in Figure 6 Therefore these spinning soliton
solutions do not create a space-time which supports closed time-like curves.
Conclusions
We have solved for the Chern-Simons Solitons in 2 dimensional Einstein
gravity. We have obtained numerical solutions for the space-time created by these
solitons. The results show that this space-time does not aow the existence of
closed time-like curves. This is a result expected for physical matter distributions
and it is known as the Chronology Protection Conjecture. We have also found
solutions for the supermassive solitons which make the space-time closed.
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Figure 1 The plot of the solutions of the scalar field R(r) for n = = and
o = 00 02 04 06, 0.8.
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Figure 2. The plot of the solutions of the gauge field P(r). The conventions are the same as in
Figure 1.
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Figure 3. The plot of the solutions of the gauge field Q(r). The conventions are the same as in
Figure 1.
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Figure 4 The plot of the solutions of the metric field eA. The conventions are the same as in
Figure .
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Figure 5. The plot of the solutions of the metric field K(r). The conventions are the same as in
Figure .
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Figure 6. The plot of the solutions of the metric component gPW divided by the radius squared.
This figure shows that gpw is negative everywhere, i.e., is a space-like coordinate everywhere.
Hence there exists no closed time-like curves. The conventions are the same as in Figure .
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Figure 7 The plot of the solutions of the metric field eD11. The conventions are the same as in
Figure .
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Figure 8. The plot of the solutions of the metric field eD/2 for values of ce around 075.
